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I stumbled upon the developer working on this on a live-stream and after watching him working on it on a few different
occasions I just had to pick it up. I definitely wasn't disappointed, it's as fun to play as it looks! Also, I've had an xbox controller
laying around gathering dust, so this game also afforded me the perfect chance to dust that off and erase the guilt of wastefully
buying a gamepad I never use. So that's a plus. It's very much outside of the genres I normally play so I can't provide the same in-
depth analysis I normally would in a review since I have little to compare it to (it's been decades since I played a brawler; last
one was streets of rage on my mega drive, a long time ago). I am hardly a brawling game connoisseur though so I'm just going to
leave it to others to delve into the fighting mechanics in depth. But, I will say that to me the fighting mechanics felt satisfying
and enjoyable. The game includes many fun elements, such as destructable environments, leveling up of abilities, and what
basically amounts to a bestiary (I can't remember what it's called in the game but it lets you see the enemies and their stats). I
especially enjoyed the way the developer designed the end of level bosses: making clever use of props and/or minor characters
and combining them into some power-rangers-esque combination mega-zord enemy. Starting off simple; with the jock riding a
football quarter back, and increasing in elaborateness all the way up to the drama level's prop-monster that's featured
prominently in the trailer. At the end of the day, all your enemies are fellow students who are bullying the main character, so I
have to admire the developer's creativity at being able to spin what are basically just fellow students into so many interesting
boss varieties! Overall it's a solid game that's fun to play, doesn't take itself seriously, and manages to do interesting things with
the elements available to it via the world and the story.. I finished the game on easy in one sitting I love how you can KO two
girls at the same time with one kick, i love that I really enjoyed the game and i recommend it P.S.. I was looking for something
to spend my Friday night and ended up with this game which looked like something fun. Also, it was cheap. Unfortunately,
keyboard ain't that good to play it, you better plug your controller in, it would make everything much easier because that's beat
'em up kind of game with a lot of fights. The story is simple and based on cliche. High school, senior year and prom is round the
corner. You are a fat kid who fell in love with a popular skinny girl but bullies are gonna give you a hard time. Fight 'em up in
the name of love, fatso! Despite the fact that alt-tab doesn't work flawless and the game is pretty simple, it is definitely worth to
spend few hours as a fat kid. I don't regret it.. 10/10 game. Played on easy and beat the game in 2.3 hours. Totally worth the
game price IMO considering it is a fun brawler, multiple difficulty levels, and achievements to get. I love the simple but very
important story: The bullied kid becomes the #1 bully. Let this be a lesson to all kids in schools these days that bully other
kids.Don't do it. Not ever worth it. Treat all people with respect and dignity.. Very well made, classic style game.. Don't Pick On
The Fat Kid is alright, there's better beat em up's knocking about. It has a quirky story, a little depth to the combat (you've got
some special moves, abilities level up the more you use them although I punched my way through most of the game as there
didn't seem to be an immediate need to level anything else up). I'd pick this up if you've got a couple of hours to kill and want to
play through something a little silly. I uploaded a bit of gameplay footage here: https://youtu.be/tFd-5JbsA0. Itu00b4s a fun
game, with a nice context, where you just crack anything and everyone that you see. You play as an unpopular fat kid, that was
always bullied.. First of all, I played on a Macbook mid 2012 and it runs smooth, I was too surprise I could play on a MacOS.
Bully Beatdown is a beat 'em up with simple mechanics, move through the stage, kick, punch or launch special attacks, or even
better combine them to knock out your enemies. Great player improvement, you don't have to worry about collecting stuff to
level up the protagonist movements, it simply depends on just using them more (you know, the more the better) but with the
disadvantage of leaving other abilities weaker. The game has good graphics, highly destructive scenarios, a great variety of
enemies with different attack patterns, the bosses are pretty great the way each one of them represents a student stereotype. The
comic-based story reminded me of Scott Pilgrim.
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